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Visualising masculinity: being a blind man in a sighted world 

Blind people ascribe to a form of visuality. Derived from an ethnographic study conducted 

among visually impaired male students at a major metropolitan university in South Africa, this 

paper shows that visual criteria and experiences were fundamental in crafting masculinity. The 

paper addresses the formation of masculinity when the ocular is not embodied and yet the visual 

has primacy in shaping interactions. Being social through the visual for the participants of this 

study required that they transcend the limits of their sensorium. The disconnection between 

sensory experience and its discursive use informs us about the ontological power of the visual 

episteme in creating meaning and generating social relations and elucidates the pressures of 

visual signifiers and practices in the formation of masculinity. 
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Visuality is a fundamental condition of contemporaneous subjectivity (Mirzoeff, 1999; Foster, 

1988; Levin, 1993; Foucault, 1991). The proliferation of visual stimuli has produced visual 

subjects, that is, persons constituted as „agent(s) of sight (regardless of his or her biological 

capacity to see) and as an effect of a series of categories of visual subjectivity (Mirzoeff, 2002: 

10)‟. Learning to look, how to direct the gaze and how to respond to surveillance is intricately 

linked to forms of knowledge and thus relationships of power (Foucault, 1991; 1994). There are 

multiple scopic regimes (Jay, 1988; Mitchell, 2002; Bal, 2003; Rogoff; 1998), through which 

contemporary subjects are produced and reproduce subjectivity (Berger, 1990; Foucault, 1991, 

Sturken & Cartwright, 2001). Regimes of sensibility as Ranciere (2004), has demonstrated 

determine the limits and possibilities of what can be said, known or seen.  

 Feminist visual culture studies have demonstrated the co-constitution of gender and 

visuality (Jones, 2003). Practices of looking and controlling the gaze of others are gendered; 

gender is inscribed, proscribed, signified, and negotiated visually. Laura Mulvey‟s influential 

1975 essay Visual Pleasures and Narrative Cinema on the male gaze brought the gendering of 

spectatorship into view. Although Mulvey‟s claims have been disputed and modified, the 

capacity to deploy „the male gaze‟ is deemed fundamental to masculinity. Within the discussion 

on the male gaze in his 2010 introductory text on masculinities, for example, Reeser affirms the 

importance of vision: 

… male blindness is often taken as a metaphorical castration: to be without the 

penetrating eye, a vulnerable organ that can be put out, is to be without a symbolic 

penis. To have control over the look is to have the phallus. Part of that control is to 

the day-to-day gaze and the recurring looking at women in an erotically coded way 

(Reeser, 2010: 110) 

Masculinity is imagined here to be intricately tied to physiological vision. Without vision, visual 

heterosexual practices become unattainable and masculinity is in dispute. Seeing eyes are treated 
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as homologous with the masculine, and thus a necessity for being situated within a gendered 

regime that is predicated on binary sexual difference within a patriarchal scopophilic economy. 

The imagined impossibility of heterosexual visual practices desexualizes or castrates these 

hypothetical blind men. Men with disabilities‟ gender performances are vulnerable and they 

occupy a marginalized status, relative to men who exhibit hegemonic masculinities (Connell, 

2005; Gerschick & Miller, 2000; Seporaityte and Tereskinas, 2006) as the stigma of disability 

overrides male privilege (Gerschick, 2000). Vulnerable male bodies disrupt discourses of 

normative masculinities and demonstrate the centrality of the idea that the body is the grounds 

and limit of subjectivity. 

 In contrast with Mirzoeff‟s definition of visual subjects above, Stimson (2005:2) defines 

visuality as „embodied vision expressed as a social and historical condition‟ through which the 

sensory experience of vision produces an affective response in a subject. Here too, as with the 

idea of eyes making the man, subjectivity is grounded within a normative body. However 

visuality is not dependent on vision (Foster, 1998; Mirzoeff, 2002; Kleege, 2005; Mitchell, 2002) 

as visually impaired and blind people traverse the terrain of sighted worlds (Kleege, 2005). The 

physiological apparatus required for vision is thus not determinate of all forms of visuality, 

though visuality is always social. Mitchell (2002:170-171) urges that studies of „visual culture 

entail(s) a meditation on blindness, the invisible, the unseen, the unseeable, and the overlooked‟ 

and it is imperative we not only consider the social construction of the visual but also the „visual 

construction of the social field‟. So too does Rogoff (1998: 22) posit that we should denaturalize 

vision‟s „illusion of transparent space‟ and furnish it with the unrecognized differentiations of 

race, gender, sex, capital, and the invisible boundaries that determine exclusions and inclusions.  
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 In this paper, I contend that removing the sensory immediacy of vision as a mediating 

force enables the visual in the social to emerge and refurnishes the spaces of our
ii
 disavowed, 

averted gazes. In a gendered scopic regime in which masculinity signifies an active capacity to 

level an objectifying, male gaze (Berger, 1990; Mulvey, 1999), disarticulating vision from 

practices of masculinity enables the visual construction of masculine subjects to come into view. 

Male blindness enables the visual signifiers upon which masculinity is dependent to become 

apparent. 

 During 2006, I undertook a sensuous ethnography with blind male students at a major 

metropolitan university in South Africa. During the study it emerged that visual criteria and 

experiences were a fundamental component in crafting masculinity despite the ocular not being 

embodied. Being social through the visual for the participants of this study required that they 

transcend the limits of their sensorium. The disconnection between sensory experience and social 

prescriptions informs us about the ontological power of the scopic in creating meaning and 

generating social relations as well as elucidates the pressures of visual signifiers and practices in 

the formation of masculinities.  

 As the methodology was important to the study, the first section of the paper will discuss 

sensuous ethnographies, the methodological premises and practices and then introduce the  

study‟s participants. A section on masculinity and disability will follow. The next section will 

locate the gaze, following by the section on managing the gaze of others and the final section 

will explore fantasy and sexuality. 
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Sensuous ethnography  

Grounded in the emerging field of anthropology of the senses, the ethnography at the time sought 

to explore an alternate sensorial model which would destabilize the hegemony of vision (Jay, 

1994). Anthropology of the senses, which like my study emerged partially as refutations to 

ocularcentricism, and as a response to the literary turn‟s reductionism of lived experience 

(Howes, 2003; Pink, 2009; Porcello et al, 2010), attempts to denaturalize and locate bodies 

within cultural contexts through a focus on sensorial ways of knowing (Classen, 1997; 1999; 

Howes, 2003; 2005; Stoller, 1989; 1997; Seremetakis, 1999; Pink, 2009; Geurts, 2003; Porcello, 

2010). Starting in the late 1980s and early 1990s, several attempts to re-sense embodied life by 

scholars such as Constance Claasen, David Howes and the Concordia Project, Paul Stoller, and 

Nadia Serematakis amongst others has brought about what Howes (2003) calls a sensorial turn 

(Pink, 2009; Porcello et al, 2010). Explorations of the sensorium - the culturally produced 

hierarchies of the senses, the social histories and changes in sensory life, the political economies 

that are sustained by sensory ways of knowing, divergent sensory models containing alternate 

hierarchies of and interrelationships between the senses, the embodiedness of knowledge 

production - have been far-ranging and become a burgeoning and fruitful endeavor across the 

academy (Pink, 2009).  

As Foucault (2003; 1991) has demonstrated the classification, administration and 

regulation of the „abnormal‟ shows us the nexus of power and knowledge through which the 

„normal‟ is produced and disciplined. Studies of sensory impairment enable hegemonic notions 

of the normal subject to be brought into view (Porcello & Hadder, 2010). Most contemporary 

scholars of the senses aver the multsensoriality of experience (Howes, 2003; Pink, 2009; Rogoff, 

1998, Mitchell, 2002; Bal, 2003) and which my study found too in the material practices of 
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embodiment. The focus on an individual sense however, the visual in this paper, allows some of 

the particularities of a disabled masculinity to be made evident
iii

 and thus averts the possibility of 

reproducing generic claims about disabled masculinities (Shuttleworth, Wedgewood and Wilson, 

2012).  

Sensory ethnographies‟ are a critical approach to ethnography and are a developing 

practice which attempt to be open to multiple ways of knowing that are inaccessible to classical 

observational or textual models whilst still utilizing conventional ethnographic methods such as 

participant observation, ethnographic interviewing and a mix of other methods through which 

anthropologists participate within participants‟ lifeworlds (Pink, 2009). Sensuous scholarship 

asks the anthropologist to expand conventional ethnographic methods beyond a visualist 

ontology and „reawaken the scholars body‟ (Stoller, 1997: xvi). Howes (2006: 121-122) urges 

that to understand local uses and meanings of the senses „to describe the socio-logic which 

informs how the members of a given culture distinguish, value, relate and combine the senses in 

everyday life‟, participant observation should become „“participant sensation”
iv

.  Sarah Pink, 

though not wanting to delimit methodological possibilities, offers sensual scholars the following 

approach towards imbricating sensory bricoleur in the research process: 

Doing sensory ethnography entails taking a series of conceptual and practical 

steps that allow the researcher to rethink both established and new participatory 

and collaborative ethnographic research techniques in terms of sensory 

perception, categories, meanings and values, ways of knowing and practices. It 

involves the researcher self-consciously and reflexively attending to the senses 

throughout the research process, that is during the planning, reviewing, fieldwork, 

analysis and representational processes of a project (2009: 10). 

A reflexive, iterative process in which the senses are foregrounded therefore is seminal to 

sensory ethnographies and determined by the context of the study. Though more organic, the 

ethnography I undertook in 2006, was attentive to sensorial modes of knowing and 
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understanding participants‟ experiences and the meanings they produced of a social world that 

was steeped in the visual. Attention was given to the sensory modalities they utilized to navigate 

within the material world as well as the socio-logics that informed their relationships with others.  

Methods 

I approached blind students through the university‟s Disabilities Studies Unit. Four male 

participants agreed to partake in the study and I negotiated informed consent with them. From 

January to August 2006, I utilized participant sensation which entailed going to class with 

participants, spending time with them at their dormitories, participating and watching 

interactions with friends, peers and, representatives of the institution and spent many hours 

walking the campus with them to re-sense my visualist map with sound, smell and kinesthesia. 

Ethnographic interviewing was focused upon participants‟ histories, their experiences of 

embodiment and the meanings social categories of disability, gender, class and race had for 

subjects without the physiological mediation of vision
v
. As a black sighted female, the exploring 

the lifeworlds of blind men, required I be attentive to the possibility of othering participants. 

Throughout the research process, I engaged in ethical reflection so as to limit the production of 

alterity. 

Participants
vi

 

The study took place at a historically black postapartheid South African university. All four 

participants were black
vii

 and blind. Due to apartheid South Africa‟s inequitable racialised 

biopolitical regime, many of the students at this university have „broken‟ educational trajectories 

as a result of inadequate access to education, financial resources and social capital. The students 
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in this study were no exception although their disability exacerbated the lack of continuity within 

their educational histories. John, Anthony, Sipho and Khaya will be introduced respectively. 

At the time of the study, John was in his mid-thirties and was blinded in his twenties as a result 

of a sporting accident. Prior to his wounding, he had a clerical job, drove the car he owned, and 

had an active social and romantic life. He worked on his body relentlessly in the university gym, 

running on the treadmill for long periods of time. There was a certain aggressiveness to him, a 

smoldering bitterness that would sometimes result in misogynistic comments or an overly 

sexualised manner. He would often tell me I was useless as I could not drive him around or 

provide practical help when he needed it. My being a sighted female, asking questions about his 

„spoiled identity‟ (Goffman, 1963) undoubtedly produced some of these effects, heightening his 

masculinity in contradistinction to my femininity and thus mobilising gendered distinctions to 

negotiate power within the research relationship. In combination, of course with what 

anthropology does: the intimacies of fieldwork encounters and the impositions on our 

interlocutors; on their subjectivities, their lives and time in the quest for knowledge without 

necessarily engaging in what our participants would deem fair or equitable exchange.  

Anthony was in his early thirties in 2006, had become blind in childhood and spent long 

periods confined to his home whilst his twin brother went to school. His brother became a 

professional, married and had children. Their divergent life opportunities carried a palpable 

weight for Anthony at times. Anthony had never dated or kissed a girl. His stories were filled 

with violences; bullies who targeted him, some of them at the blind school he attended, a white 

doctor who threatened to slap his mother for asking a question about his blindness, and 

unexplored educational opportunities. He was bullied so badly at school that he had a nervous 

breakdown and was institutionalized at the age of nineteen. He was diffident, did not want to 
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overburden people by asking for help and did not care about his appearance much. He loved 

music and played the saxophone and the piano. Anthony taught me my language was suffused 

with the visual metaphor and consciously shifting into auditory or kinesthetic metaphors with my 

participants were research sensibilities worth crafting. 

Sipho was in his late twenties. He gradually lost his sight during childhood and would be 

fully blind by the age of seven. He had no visual memories anymore. He was confident, brilliant, 

flirtatious and had the most incredible sense of humor. He was job hunting at the time and was 

frustrated that his employment opportunities were narrowed by his disability. He was fiercely 

independent and did not want to be a burden to anyone. He dated periodically and had had one 

serious long-term romantic relationship with a woman who was still a friend. He had learned to 

walk the campus without a cane and he was very proud of this ability. His father had been  

violent and he cultivated a masculinity in opposition to his father‟s violence.  

Khaya was twenty four and loved acting. He had glaucoma and started going blind at 

seven years of age whilst at a mainstream school. Someone beat him in the eyes with a glass 

bottle and this violent incident contributed to him believing he was meant to be blind. It made 

him angry when people assumed he sang. He loved clothes and dressing well. He had his first 

girlfriend at seventeen. He enjoyed television and could render fairly accurate descriptions of the 

characters in his favorite soap operas. An ardent Christian, he had been converted for two years 

at the time. His father too had been abusive and like Sipho, he repudiated violent masculinity. 

The participants are clearly diverse individuals with a range of interests, personalities, 

histories and capacities. There are overlaps in their histories, in the kinds of stigmatization they 

were exposed to, the violence of everyday life, the strategies like humor they mobilized to 
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negotiate social environments that were not always accommodating and in the institutional nexus 

they navigated. Though they used the same services and knew each other, they were not friends.  

Disability and masculinity 

The participants were often caught in the biomedical discourse of disability, and treated as 

objects of pity in need of cure and healing, incapable of decision-making, infantilized, 

desexualized and subjected into abjection (Garland-Thomson, 2002). Their complex embodiment 

(Siebers, 2010) upset ideas of „the normal‟ (Davis), and they were made to bear this unease and 

strategise to overcome the classificatory schemas which are so fundamental, yet naturalized, in 

the ordering of life. In some ways they were made to occupy the space of the stranger, visibly not 

part of the social order, disruptive of the everyday and yet structuring categories of belonging 

(Ahmed, 2000). As Kristeva in the beginning of her essay on the exclusion of disabled persons in 

France and the necessity for including vulnerability as a constitutive factor of subjectivity, 

poignantly states: 

The disabled person opens a narcissistic wound in the person who is not disabled; 

(s)/he inflicts a threat of physical or psychical death, fear of collapse, and beyond 

that, the anxiety of seeing the very borders of the human species explode. And so 

the disabled person is inevitably exposed to a discrimination that cannot be shared 

(2010: 251). 

The stigma that is imposed on the visibly different (Goffman, 1963), and the social model of 

disability avers is the problem - that it is society which constructs the borders of the human 

through language, attitudes, spatial configurations and it is not the bodies that are different but 

the facticities of the social that is disabling – was palpable and discomforting at times. Disability 

is a reminder of the fragility of corporeality. Despite the constructedness of a disabling 

environment, the phenomenological experience of disability is quite real too (Shildrick, 2009; 

Siebers, 2010) as the blind men in this study faced corporeal challenges and frustrations. 
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The breakdown of meaning the participants produced in their others (Kristeva, 1982) 

unveiled the boundaries of what a body should be, and this response was inevitably gendered 

(Garland-Thompson, 2002).  As gendered subjects, their marginal status, required they police 

gendered boundaries through mobilizing normative masculine desires (Shuttleworth, 

Wedgewood & Wilson, 2012). Cultivating the desires and practices as far as possible of a proper 

masculine subject as Asch and Fine (1988) informs us enables the experience of oneself as 

masculine. For having a disability with its connotations of weakness and dependency and lack of 

virility is to defy the conventional notions of what it means to be a man and sets up a conflict for 

men with disabilities as they identify with hegemonic notions of masculinity (Hahn, 1989). 

Although men with disabilities may choose to reformulate, renounce or reject hegemonic ideals 

(Gerschick and Miller, 2000), negotiating their place in gendered relations still requires 

inhabiting the imaginary of a normative masculine subject and crafting their masculinities 

through dominant ideals, irrespective of whether they comply, resist or defy the prescriptions. 

Connell (2005) notes that despite disabled men developing strategies to negotiate their 

masculinity, the one thing they cannot do is ignore hegemonic masculinity
viii

. 

Despite occupying the crossroads of stigmatization and gender identity (Gerschick, 

2000), my participants were fairly conventional and subscribed to dominant liberal notions of the 

self. They all wanted to be independent and not burden others, wanted to be protective, to be the 

breadwinners in a long-term romantic relationship, and were heterosexual. Unsurprisingly, 

gender was an effect of the binary gendered system in which femininity and masculinity are 

opposed to one another (Connell, 2005). As Anthony stated „I am a man because I am not a 

woman‟. None of the participants‟ sense of themselves as men was in dispute. It was the 
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conjunctures of their own and others‟ recognition of their masculinity and the difficulty of 

accessing patriarchal privilege or simple respect from sighted people that produced stigma. It 

was precisely because they identified and were identified as men, that some of the strategies they 

had to deploy to court or force recognition from their others were humiliating. The participants 

also used their disability to their advantage to expedite bureaucratic processes, leverage social 

capital through using pity as a resource and to disregard conventions of politeness.  Humiliation 

and stigma were thus not absolute conditions of existence and tended to be situational. Although 

the participants were treated as exceptional at times, their desires were very ordinary. They 

wanted to be desired, to belong, to be treated with respect and have their dignity affirmed. 

Participants engaged in activities and practices that signified normative masculinity. 

Scopophilic pleasures were part of the technologies of self that were cultivated and were engaged 

in with other men. Leveling a male gaze, via sensorial proxies enabled patriarchal privileges to 

accrue and facilitated homosocial relations. They were also aware of being subjected to the gazes 

of others and strove to control the looks they received. Finding fantasy to fuel sexuality 

demonstrated how thoroughly social sex is.  

Female beauty and the regulation of masculinity 

Naively, at the outset of this project I had imagined that visual signifiers would not be important. 

I was therefore surprised at the strong responses I received when I asked whether it mattered 

what a woman looked like. Women‟s faces, bodies and dispositions mattered. Participants not 

only cared about women‟s appearance but had developed means of ascertaining physical 

desirability. All the participants had fantasies of a beautiful woman falling in love with them and 

being with a woman deemed physically unattractive was repellent. The responses about 

visualizing race were quite different. Participants were at pains to state that what race looked like 
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did not matter. This is not to say the men did not have strategies for determining race, because 

they did. Unlike the possibility of considering the looks of possible sexual partners though, 

racialising appearance did not affect their sense of self in the same way as gendering appearance 

did.  

Undeniably, within a patriarchal scopic regime social capital accrues to men who can be 

shown to secure the affections of the most desirable females. As Kimmel informs us money, sex 

and power are tests of masculinity which do not end. Being desired by a woman who was 

socially valued for her appearance and presumably would be able to choose between men would 

be an affirmation of their masculinity. Despite not being able to consume with the eye, they were 

cultivating a narrative of themselves as connoisseurs of beauty. Not only were these practices of 

masculinity but they were also a means of instantiating normalcy. Participants‟ aversion to what 

they called ugly women was quite shocking though. Notice the rationale for the rejection: 

„Pretty, why? It does matter. I don‟t like ugly girls. I don‟t think me and them suit, 

more especially fat ladies. I won‟t be able to carry her (Khaya)‟ 

 

 The unsuitability of ugly women is about more than transferring and doubling stigma. Khaya 

qualifies ugliness as a particular body type which threatens his masculine performance. 

Spectatorship is set within a discursive field (Rogoff) and appearances are part of a semiotic 

ideology. Desirability is thus prefigured and so is undesirability. Securing the affections of an 

idealized woman as complement to their masculine selves would have reduced or even negated 

their stigma. Her appearance would have disrupted their place in a discursive field. A beautiful 

woman would be proof of their desirability and their masculinity would have been asserted 

through the capacity to engender desire in a woman who presumably could have chosen a 

sighted man. Women are a currency in negotiating homosocial enactments (Kimmel). The 

indeterminacy of what signifies beauty is made apparent by Anthony, in contradistinction to 
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Khaya as he „like(s) girls with big breasts and a fuller body, it turns me on (Anthony)‟. This 

fantasy woman though is still stereotypical and none of the participants accorded their fantasy 

women much in the way of interiority. The participants who had previous relationships asserted 

that the women who they had been with were beautiful. In my observations of them too, they 

treated beautiful women differently. 

They engaged in strategies to determine beauty along a number of criteria like body size 

and confidence. Though not foreclosed, these standards of beauty were not arbitrary and 

followed conventional notions of beauty. ( this makes sense because this about discourse) What 

is interesting here though is the use of the vision of others as the statements below show: 

„Beautiful girls, I like beautiful girls. I ask people and you can tell the weight of 

their steps or you pass by them and feel. The way they talk, if they‟re confident, 

beautiful girls are confident, it is in their voices. I ask people if they are good 

looking (John)‟ 

„I only want pretty girls. I am averse to ugly people. I know their bone structure 

and their fat from their hands. I use the vision of others to know if someone is 

good-looking (Sipho)‟ 

Using the vision of others to evaluate women, allowed them to level the male gaze and visually 

consume women. The male gaze is as much a practice as a sensory act. It is a means for men to 

engage in social relations, enforce compulsory heterosexuality and regulate each other through a 

regulatory gaze directed at women. Through marshaling the judgement of others in determining 

beauty, socially valorized forms of female beauty were transmitted thus reinforcing proscribed 

gender aesthetics. What seems like almost mimetic desire in that similar kinds of women are 

chosen, demonstrates how scopic regimes seek to close out differences (Foster, Jay) and the 

politics of aesthetics. Utilising the vision of another, locates desire and social approval outside 

the subject and thus extends personhood beyond an autonomous individual. Masculinity is 

dependent on others, for without mutually constitutive regulation, homosocial enactments like 

the male gaze would be impossible. The location of the desirable outside the self, is as true for 
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sighted people as it was for the participants. Regimes of sensibility are disciplinary and subjects 

are regulated through the judgements of intimate others in which the surveilling gaze is located.  

Managing the gaze 

Material forms of producing masculinity, like clothing and sculpting the body were important 

means to control the gazes of their others. Even though disabled people are erased socially and 

politically, they are visually conspicuous (Garland-Thomson, 2002; Goffman, 1963) and thus 

subjected to staring. Garland-Thompson (2006:174) states that „staring is the materialization in 

human bodies of a search for narratives that impose coherence on what appears to be randomness 

in our experience of the world.‟ Alterity is thus an interruption in a visual field. Being attentive 

to their appearance was a means, whether imagined or not
ix

, for participants to control the 

narrative and subvert the gazes that rested upon them. Inviting the stare and to reformulate the 

kind of looking was intended to move an other from pity or stigma to admiration. In some ways 

then the gaze of the other structured modalities of being, and we can see here that surveillance is 

managed even as it subjects. But again, looking is a social activity and thus the self is prepared 

for the gaze of the other.  

Masculinity was as much about their own appearance as it was about the appearance of 

others. Their self-fashioning was premised upon the knowledge that they were being seen and 

were marked, and their efforts with clothes and the body, appear to be a means to change the 

stare. How they looked to others was important as these statements by Khaya demonstrate: 

I like being fashionable, wearing nice clothes. When I‟m walking, they must say 

sjoe, he is dressed … my friends and family, they must say that. The colours of 

clothes? … should be nice with me … to be a man is to be handsome. 

Khaya was very fashionable, always well-dressed and impeccably groomed. He was extremely 

aware of being looked at and was actively attempting to manage how he was seen by others. 
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Sartorial sense has increasingly become important signifiers of masculinity. Clothing indexes the 

capacity for choice, location within local and global practices of consumption and, access to 

capital amongst other neoliberal notions of self. Although clothing is a tactile social skin 

(Turner), it is also visual. Clothing is about display and most of the participants, except for 

Anthony, were very actively controlling the narratives their clothes broadcast. 

Clothing was not only about being well-groomed. Clothing are visual accoutrements of self and 

perceived by some to be external signs of interiority (Wilson). Sipho had developed shopping 

strategies to ensure he was displayed to best effect and said: 

Yes, clothes must match … when I shop, I ask the assistant what will she choose for 

her boyfriend (Sipho) 

Representing the self becomes framed through a desirable male who is a proxy. Through this 

proxy, Sipho accesses the fantasy of desirability and thus clothing holds a future potential for 

sexual satisfaction. Sipho‟s flirtatiousness is a strategy too, to overcome dependence and to 

masculate himself, through producing equivalence between himself and her boyfriend.  

John worked on his body avidly. He would run on the treadmill for hours. He would say his body 

should „look good … hard.‟  The muscle he was creating was akin to armor (Bordo, 1999). 

Masculinity and precepts of the hard body thus allowed him to mask his vulnerability in the stare 

of the other. He represented the reconstruction of his body within visual terms, he needed to look 

good rather than feel good. Like the other participants, work on the body, was not only intended 

to manage the other‟s gaze but also required imagining through the eyes of an other. This 

somewhat spectral endeavor is dependent upon the objectification of self (see Mohamed, 2012). 

Visuality as a process of social incorporation thus in some ways requires a kind of empathy, to 
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enter into the imaginary of the other whilst transcending the limits of a particular bodies ways of 

knowing.  

Fueling fantasy 

Anthony and I were sitting in front of the computer at the disability unit; the room is dark and a 

little stifling. As a sighted person being in the dark at a workplace never quite stopped feeling 

strange. Anthony is typing, and we start talking about technology. He became agitated and 

suddenly said, „I can‟t watch pornography … I want to watch pornography … that is what men 

do ... they watch pornography‟. I asked him what he meant and he told me that he would surf the 

internet but he could not watch pornography and he wanted to. I was surprised at this revelation 

and my feminist sensibilities were in conflict with my ethnographic curiosity. I asked him why 

and he revealed that he wanted to experience more sexual feelings and he required input from 

somewhere, other than his imagination. We talk about sex. He had never kissed a girl and he 

fantasised about touching breasts, what this might feel like. Most of his erotic longings seemed 

to be centred on breasts. I suggested he try erotica. He asks me what it is, and I explain that these 

are sexual stories and fantasies. He may not watch porn but he can read the pornographic. He 

seemed pleased at the prospect of getting erotic stimulus from somewhere. This didn‟t stop him 

from longing to watch pornography. 

People with disabilities are often treated as if they are asexual (Siebers, 2010; 

Shakespeare, Shildrick) and sexual access is a challenge. „The gender order is deeply embedded 

in disabled people‟s sexual stories (Iino, 2011:540)‟. In popular discourse, despite or perhaps 

because of the taboos, pornography is treated as a masculine practice, albeit a secret one. 

Anthony‟s seeking out pornography as a resource through which to cultivate and experience his 
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sexuality is in some respects quite ordinary. The desire to enter the visual pleasures of 

masculinity, to level the masculine gaze for erotic stimulation is not merely to objectify an other, 

it is to desire entry into an imagined space of masculine expressivity and experience
x
. 

Pornography is regarded as a process through which to cultivate „proper‟ masculine desire and to 

ascertain the normalcy of sexual fantasy.  

  Anthony‟s agitation about his inability to access this site is also anxiety about 

masculinity. After all, pornography is „what men do‟. It should be noted that the rapid circulation 

of media via the internet, the accessibility and the volume of pornography is important. Perhaps a 

modern masculine rite of passage, pornography has become an open secret, and yet inaccessible 

if one cannot see sex in action. Pragmatically though too, sexuality for most people requires 

fantasy and fantasy requires polysemous palimpsests of imagination. What Anthony enables us 

to see here, is the public dimension of the private domain of fantasy, especially in the absence of 

sexual experience. As Foucault and others have demonstrated technologies of the self, where the 

most intimate dimensions of experience are cultivated in care for the self, are acts of 

incorporation into the social and are anything but natural. 

Towards a conclusion 

Visuality is a practice, that does not necessarily have to be embodied, that provides a means to be 

incorporated into the social, whether it is through vision or discourse. What this study enables is 

to see the circulation of discourse about the visual and how reliant visuality is on speech acts or 

the dialogical to regulate scopic regimes. Visual signifiers are both limiting and arbitrary, in 

some instances the signified is completely separated from the referent. Heteroglossia is crucial to 

the functioning of scopic regimes. The participants transcended the limits of their sensorium to 
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perform masculinity. Dialogic engagement with visual practices enabled social relations and also 

a means to access fairly ordinary desires.   

Masculinity is profoundly visual and in order to manage the gaze of others, to enter into 

scopophilic agreements requires self-objectification. Homosociality relies on the trading of 

appearances of masculinity. Looking together and deciding what one is seeing, who looks 

valuable, who conforms visually and who exceeds visual expectations is a process through which 

masculinity is regulated, produced, and negotiated. Masculinity is riven with visual pressures: it 

is requisite to be seen to be a man who has secured the affections of a good-looking woman, who 

is in control of the way he is looked at, who can access the visual archives of sexuality to 

cultivate an interiority that is visually apt. Men give vision to each other and this specular 

polysemous activity has porous boundaries.   
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iii

 In a recent paper Shuttleworth, Wedgewood and Wilson (2012) note there are a dearth of studies of masculinity 

and the intersection with particular disabilities, thus giving rise to generic claims about disabled masculinities.  
iv
 Needless to say, there are limits to commensurable experience.  

v
 This paper  is concerned with the relationship between blindness and masculinity; race and class will be dealt with 

elsewhere? 
vi
 There is somewhat of an ethical dilemma that pertains to an attempt to humanize, and decrease stereotypical 

responses that would restigmatise the participants. Their visual impairment creates a marked group, there is a thus 

risk in losing confidentiality by providing too much detail.  
vii

 Although South Africa has experienced a democratic transition, apartheid racial classifiers are still utilised 

bureaucratically and in popular discourse. Despite the democratic transition bringing new rights-bearing juridical 

persons into being, racial signifiers have perdured, circulate and still retain apartheid material and psychosocial 

effects and continue, albeit unevenly, to structure an unequal racialised socio-political economy. The category black 

as is used here, collapses two South African racial designations: coloured and black African. This is in accordance 

with a black consciousness standpoint.  
viii

 Hegemonic masculinity has been subject to extensive critique. See Beasley (2012), Reeser (2010), Howson 

(2006) Messerschmidt and Connell (2005).  
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 They cannot see themselves being looked at, and yet are conscious of being objects of attention. 
x
 Pornography of course is limited by conventions of genre 


